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Customer Defect
When warning about prescription time periods that span whole year(s), 12 months, 52 weeks or 365 days are
considered mean the same period. Same goes for a single month, 4 weeks and 28-31 days.
[ RENO-14866 (Bug 180709), Resolved, Bug 180709: Wrong warning in FM when renewing a prescription with "gyldighet" 52
weeks and the new prescription has the same "gyldighet" ]

In dentist installations, dentists can no longer create drafts, as this can lead to change suggestions to
prescriptions which require a recall from an installation where no doctor is available to accept or reject.
[ RENO-14864 (Bug 180551), Resolved, Bug 180551: Dentist in Dentist installation should not be allowed to import prescriptions
from AF made by doctor. In this case the "Legg til" button should be inactive with a tooltip to explain. FM throws error ]

Fixed null reference exception when opening "samstemming" after importing a preparation and then
subsequently removing the lib.
[ RENO-14861 (Bug 179963), Resolved, Bug 179963: FM throws error message when user try to open samstemming after using
"Fjern Lokal LIB" on patient that has used the Erstatt lokal LIB med PLL, and there is a Magistrelt legemiddel importet in
samstemming ]

Undoing a renew draft based on a locally deleted history data no longer ends in an exception, and undoing
the renewals should work as expected.
[ RENO-14847 (Bug 179876), Resolved, Bug 179876: Error when doctor or assistant regrets renewing of prescription from LIB
history after "Fjern Lokal LIB" is used ]

Defect
When renewing an item to an AK journal the FM no longer creates a new treatment but simply renews the
item into an AK journal using existing treatment.
[ RENO-14855 (Bug 180831), Resolved, Import+renew draft chain can leave two resepter for Marevan in the LIB ]

When a lib responsible doctor deletes an item from LIB which has never been in any m25 message, it will not
be included as stopped in the next and should not yield a pending m25 on signing queue.
[ RENO-14839, Resolved, It's possible to delete an unsent resept in LIB-ansvarlig installation resulting in an error ]

The double signing privileges for nurses, helseøstre and midwifes have been reset to "no". This means that if
a "sykepleier", "jordmor" or "helsesøster" should be able to double sign an FM admin will need to manually
set those privileges again.
[ RENO-14826, Resolved, Default value for double-signing is set to Yes for helsesöstre, midwifes and nurses ]

Work Request
EPJ API documentation updated to reflect latest API namespace version.
[ RENO-14843, Resolved, Update EPJ API documentation for namespace version 2018-05-03 ]

